
Coupeville Maritime Heritage Foundation 

Steering Committee Minutes  

June 13, 2016   

 

Present: Michael Dilley; Lindy Kortus; Lynne Weynand; Missy Villapudua; Jason Magee; 

Laurie Shade; Tom Shade; Mel Birch, Chair  

Called to order: 9:04 a.m. 

Previous Minutes: Moved, seconded and approved to accept minutes of June 6, 2016 meeting. 

Board Meeting Report: Mel reviewed key actions taken by the Board of Directors at its June 6, 

2016 meeting. 

Old Business 

Schmitz Family Event:  Missy and Lindy reviewed the key activities for this visit, which have 

not changed since the last meeting. New items for the visit include 

 T-shirts for the family. Sizes will be gauged, and a T-shirt given to each family 
member from shirts on hand. 

 A video record of the library presentation. Mikey Dilley will bring his video 

camera and Jason Magee will bring his tripod. 

 Ask Mark to double-check library projector prior to event (Lindy). 

Schedule: Tom Shade expressed the difficulty of arranging crew for sailings in Jim Green’s 

absence. He wonders— 

 If new crew applications are being worked, and what, exactly, the procedure is to get 
applicants identified, into the training system and onto a crew roster. 

 He also believes the fee for CMHF membership and program enrollment is a disincentive 
for building our crew member base. 

 

Mel stated that he will bring up the fee concern at the next Board meeting, and suggested that 

Jim and a small group take a look at applicant tracking procedures. 

 

Maintenance: It is reported that the lifeline stanchions pull out of their base, which is a safety 

hazard. Jason volunteered to head up a repair effort for this. 

Training: Jason Magee reported that the Rigging Committee of  Jonny Johnson, Tom Shade, 

Gary McIntyre and Jason met to standardize all the running rigging positions for sailing and at 

the dock, per Kirby’s rigging plan. 

Lynne mentioned that some crew members to keep customer service in mind when dealing with 

guests aboard Suva and giving them directions. 

Docents: Laurie and Lindy note we need more docents. Laurie mentioned that Mark had raised 

the possibility of docents being allowed to sail in a non-crew and non-passenger status—as 



“naturalists.” Their role would be to provide information on the Suva and the Penn Cove area to 

passengers. This could be an additional incentive for recruiting and retaining docents. Mel asked 

that Lindy write up a proposal for consideration, and he would bring it to the board’s attention at 

the next meeting. Mel also cautioned that the “naturalist” status is speculative at this point, and 

will need to be investigated to make sure CMHF does not incur any unintended complications. 

Bookings: Tom reports he has many unopened emails from Mark, most likely dealing with cruise 

inquiries. Mark is carrying the booking and scheduling phone. These inquiries need to be 

worked. 

Website: The following issues or questions were brought up 

 Lynne reports that there is a list of web-related items waiting for attention. Our current 
web experts are themselves backlogged with other work. Lindy has spoken with another 

possible person who can help us out with web issues. 

 As above, no work done yet on an internal web bulletin board for communication with 

the organization. 

 We need to figure out how to completely deactivate the old Webly website. 

 It is also reported that a Suva Facebook page belonging to the former owner is still active. 

Marketing: Lynne brought in a sample of a Suva rendering for use in our T-shirts. Mike worked 

with her to identify some technical changes, which Lynne will take to the artist. Dark blue was 

the consensus for crew shirts. Multiple colors will be available for non-crew shirts. Shirts will 

have Suva (with Whidbey Island, Wa. underneath) on the front of the shirt (over the heart), and 

the Suva art, Suva and “sail back in time” on the back of the shirt. 

New Business 

Log Book: Jason has volunteered to cull data from the log book, and notes that what he has seen 

so far for log entries (sailing information, passenger count, money, etc.) is disappointing. He 

developed a form for tracking log information, and will develop one for docent use. Jason 

suggests that a docent-related sheet be developed, and that that data be kept in a book separate 

from the log. He will assist in developing the docent sheet. 

Next meeting:  9:00 a.m., Monday, June 27, 2016, Frontier Building Supply 

Adjournment:  10:55 a.m.   


